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Context: curi wrote a post
about rationally ending
discussion.

Disagreements can be resolved!

“Ideally, every conversation
would end in mutual
understanding and closure, if
not full agreement.”

“how we could do better then
Less Wrong in terms of an
online community that
maximizes rational participation”

but requiring that ideal would be
problematic because people
resent speech control

that ideal won’t always happen
but here’s our best option:

My Less Wrong Lacks
Representatives and Paths
Forward discusses some
problems with LW.

I think FI/curi forum norms are
rationally better but clash more
with typical social norms.

https://curi.us/2064
try for ideal: work on being good
at conversations yourself.

Free society means don’t control
people much.

shrug off other people’s errors
when they don’t live up to the
ideal

don’t try to change others to
make them end conversations
ideally

if you do this well enough,
including understanding what
people want in conversations,
then you’ll get enough good
conversations

details of argument by
gigahurt
more detail: people want more
than “super agreeable or
flattering”. people want “tact,
brevity, respect, receptivity to
feedback, attention” and
interesting.

clarification: “receptivity to
feedback” = “the ability to listen
and make the other person feel
heard”

also avoid rhetoric

rhetoric = “language designed to
vilify, humiliate, or in some way
inflame the emotions”
echoing

point at what makes sense or
not

I disagree about what people
want from a discussion
partner and what sort of
discussion partners are in
shortage. I think our models of
that are significantly different.

Two types of qualities are
different:

“The qualities that make a good
conversation partner”

signal you value them

That’s “primarily about
rationality”
even if they’re wrong, usually
some stuff makes sense

some people dislike
disagreement and need to fix
their attitude themselves

Includes “expertise, bias
awareness, avoiding fallacies”

“The qualities that (99+% of)
people want in a conversation
partner”

That’s “primarily about social
dynamics”

I think you’re mostly talking
about these qualities. E.g.
threats to status and selfesteem.

if

you do the same [shrug off bad
conversations and put my
energy into being a good
conversation partner myself]

my conversation model: to have
rational discussion, avoid
emotionally arousing people
or exhausting them. because:

I agree.

The two types are both
essential.

then

your theory of what people want
from a conver sation partner
accurately models the world

you will have no shortage of
people to have engaging
discussions with and test your
ideas

[and if i act in ways my theory
says will work]
hard to use reason when
“emotionally aroused”

can’t use reason when
“exhausted”

example argument tree,
similar to a math tree with
operators, instead of a
whole/parts tree

Race car example with both
engine and aerodynamics.
emotional arousal comes from
threats to “status, intelligence,
competence

clarification: threats to
intelligence and competence =
“threats to the positive
evaluation of those traits by
yourself (self-esteem) or others
(status)”

exhaustion comes from too
much at once or “no traction”

let’s discuss “what people find
threatening to status and selfesteem, and how that effects
conversations”

to deal with that, use “tact,
respect, listening, anti-rhetoric”

Staying calm helps too.

to deal with that, use “brevity,
listening”

IF

AND

Problem: “person A uses
language that makes person B
seem inferior in front of C”

Tips to avoid person feeling
judged/threatened.

Avoid saying "Obviously, X".
If B feels threatened, he’ll do
things like dig into his position or
leave the discussion to try to
regain status.

Note: People keep track of their
opinions of others. That’s social
status.

When people focus on threats to
status, it turns into politics. War
instead of teamwork.

“I think social dynamics don't
require a third party. They apply
one-on-one and even alone”

I agree. And more people can
make the problem worse.

Avoid saying "You don't make
sense".

Better to say "I am having
trouble understanding, can you
rephrase a different way".

Firm language can lead to
conflict.

These things are minor but they
add up when repeated.

Sometimes even one of these
things causes trouble.

Try to be tolerant and thick
skinned, while requiring little
tolerance from others.

“bailing on a conversation is
often a late indicator” [details
omitted from tree]

“Often you say X, the other guy
doesn't like it, and his immediate
reaction is to pretend everything
is fine, so you get poor and
delayed feedback.”

If you start with clear, strong,
firm statements, then the other
person may have no option but
direct disagreement.

An alternative is saying "I am
not sure what the right answer
here is, but I'll put forward X to
get us going"

Lots of people don’t want to
directly contradict others.

Asking a question is another
alternative.

“I think I view complying with
social dynamics as much more
damaging to rational discussion
than you do.”

“the shortage of anyone willing
to go against social dynamics
causes a shortage of available
rational discussion.”

“people try to hide weakness,
ignorance, failure,
incompetence”

“Lots of learning and rationality
works via error correction but
social dynamics are hostile to
error correction.”

“They want to look smart, wise,
knowledgeable, competent”

People often see contradiction
as conflict and try to avoid
conflict.

Businesses trying to celebrate
failure.

“social dynamics ruin
discussions is because people
focus on social dynamics [not on
truth]”

“social world basically uses it's
own rules of evidence,
argument, plausibility,
conclusiveness, etc.”

what if they aren’t?
I think that’s an attempt at a
patch, band aid, or creating
special case/exception, rather
than reforming the core
principles of social hierarchies.

“They don't want their claims to
be revealed as wrong with clear,
decisive arguments.”

“its hard to in particular cases”

Yeah but there are several ways
you can get evidence and do
analysis.

people want to use social rules
of evidence and argument, not
switch to rationality, because
social status is their goal

Some notes on social dynamics:
http://curi.us/2361-socialdynamics-summary-notes

socrates is a man

“should one optimize to
minimize type 1 [false positive –
discussing with bad people] or
type 2 [false negative – missing
out on good discussions] error?”

We can work around social
dynamics and minimize harm.
False positives aren’t that bad if
you keep thinking and
evaluating. You get more
chances to correct them every
time you interact.

False negatives can be
permanent, so they’re more
dangerous.

Plus great people (positive
outliers) are the most important,
so how our policy deals with
them is a big deal.

grammar tree

“I think playing the social game
destroys everyone who does it a
lot. It turns them dishonest and
irrational. You can do it a bit and
get away with it, but not very
much.”

I think there is another
distinction here between
negatively judging someone as
a poor conversation partner, and
accidentally saying something
that causes them to false
negative you.

can try to avoid you or your side
being wrong by being “objective,
neutral truth-seekers who don't
take sides”

your theory of what people want
from a conversation partner
accurately models the world

2) Even if you can remain
rational, accepting the game will
place limits on progress.

models

theory

I agree with this.

“In terms of (1), I have
confessed previously I do this.
Does it make me
uncomfortable? Yes. Could it be
destroying me? Maybe.”

people are physical body +
ideas

1) Delayed feedback makes it
hard to improve in this space
which makes it hard to find
rational conversation partners.
The argument being that rational
conversation partners are in
short supply for folks without
certain social graces and they
may never be able to improve.

2) People pretend things are
okay, and pretending is itself
irrational. The argument being
that rational conversation
partners are in short supply
partially because people will
pretend everything is okay
rather then confront
disagreement, which is an
irrational act. Thus the total pool
of rational partners lower in
proportion to the number of
pretenders.

“We do need to make judgments
and form opinions and so on,
and that does lead to the
potential to be wrong, look
dumb, etc.”

There’s a rationality skill about
looking at ideas objectively,
arguing all sides of the debate
not just “your” side, etc. Lots of
people are bad at this but some
people get pretty good at it.

I think most people are
destroyed during childhood
(destroy = become irrational,
bounded, and usually socially
oriented).

your

world

of

the

what [conjunction]
“if I stopped playing the game at
work, then in all likelihood I
would be [fired]”

“You are probably right on this
for a lot of people. I think this is
a skill people need to cultivate.”

“I think smart people are
vulnerable to wanting intellectual
status, and it makes them less
rational.”

all men are mortal

Social dynamics are part of
reality. Rational action takes
them into account.

1) Social dynamics or social
games transform a rational
person into an irrational one
over time. (aside: Peter Keeting
maybe? on chapter 5 of second
reading of Fountainhead)

I see two options. I assert #1.

socrates is mortal

We need to reach conclusions
about ideas and act on them,
not be neutral and sit on the
fence indefinitely. We have to
take sides, bet on certain ideas
over others, etc., in some sense.
We can deal with this rationally
too.

I agree

But the social world is
unreasonable about it. So if
someone cares about social
status, then there’s a major
problem.

re personal stuff: are you
actively trying to climb
significantly higher in the status
hierarchy? are you in an
insecure position and putting a
bunch of effort into maintaining
status? are you young, e.g.
under 20? if none of those then
my first guess is slow danger,
not urgent issue.

“a way to change the world is to
play the game, infiltrate the
heirarchy, and change things
within your span of control”

The survivors are generally
partially broken and gradually
get worse over time.

Social dynamics are a major
factor in both the childhood
problems and the later declines.

parents mostly treat kids
irrationally and kids basically
learn they’re in a world where
other people have power over
them and you have to climb the
status hierarchy to stop being
the victim, while generally *not*
learning how to science and
logic (attempts at those often
leads to clashes with other
people instead of success)

want

people

what [pronoun]

from
Babies are ~rational – able to
learn, observe, correct error, be
curious, etc. Their parents are
irrational, confusing,
authoritarian, etc. When parents
make requests, demands, etc.,
and enforce them overtly (rules,
punishments) or covertly (being
less friendly and helpful,
frowning, passive-aggressive
responses), the key thing that
happens to very young children
is they *don’t understand what
they’re supposed to do*. And the
parent doesn’t answer enough
questions and help enough for
the kid to make sense of the
world. So what kids end up
doing is deciding life doesn’t
make sense and you just have
to muddle through while being
perpetually confused. And you
have to learn social dynamics to
better predict and manipulate
your parents behavior, and get
along with them and others.
Logical arguments mostly don’t
work on the authorities in your
life but social dynamics do.

partner

open question

If rational discussion could have
an MMR, how would it be
calculated?

a

conversation

accurately

You will be granted the clarity
and closure you seek.

